MONT CHEVRE BETIN COUNTS ON
ADVANCED DETECTION SYSTEMS TO
SUPPORT THEIR GROWING BUSINESS
High quality goat cheese is a rapidly growing segment of the cheese market. Cheese
lovers value the rich, tangy texture of this artisan product. Mont Chevre (French for Goat
Mountain) located in Belmont, WI, is an award winning manufacturer of high quality goat
cheese. When they needed a partner to provide reliable metal detection for their growing
business, they turned to Advanced Detection Systems. "It is very important to us at
MontChevre that we provide the highest quality product to our customers. Knowing that our
cheese has been inspected and found to be free of metal ensures that our customers receive the
best we have to offer." said Jeff Amenda, Packaging Manager of MontChevre Cheese. "We
were impressed with Advanced Detection Systems' philosophy of building custom metal
detectors designed for our unique needs. By testing our product prior to building the system and
providing a guaranteed sensitivity, we were reassured that the metal detector would perform to
our expectations."
Dave Smith, Sales Manager for Advanced Detection Systems noted, "MontChevre
Cheese presented a challenge with having to inspect package sizes ranging from 4 to 20 lbs.
Advanced Detection Systems patented auto balance and vibration protection technologies helped
us to build a metal detector thought would do everything MontChevre asked for." "We were
also able to provide Certification Service to MontChevre, assuring that all of their detection units
are performing as required."
MontChevre has been happy with the performance and support provided by Advanced
Detection Systems. "Knowing that our product is being properly inspected provides us with
peace of mind. This allows us to focus on what we do best - crafting the highest quality artisan
goat cheeses."
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